In this paper, we describe a system, called TheoryBase, whose goal is to facilitate experimental studies of nonmonotonic reasoning systems. TheoryBase generates test default theories and logic programs. It has an identi cation system for generated theories, which allows us to reconstruct a logic program or a default theory from its identi er. Hence, exchanging test cases requires only exchanging identi ers. TheoryBase can generate a large variety of examples of default theories and logic programs. We believe that its universal adoption may signi cantly advance experimental studies of nonmonotonic reasoning systems.
Introduction
Nonmonotonic reasoning has been introduced in the 1970s 21, 31] . The rst full-edged nonmonotonic formalisms | circumscription, default logic and modal nonmonotonic logics | were proposed in early 1980s 20, 32, 23, 22, 24, 25] . Initially, understanding commonsense reasoning and knowledge representation applications served as main motivations driving the development of the discipline. In the late 1980s, however, it was observed that nonmonotonic logics o er insights on semantics for negation in logic programming 9, 17, 3] . Since then, the connections between logic programming and nonmonotonic reasoning have been extensively studied 30, 1] . These e orts related several semantics for logic programs (supported semantics, stable semantics, well-founded semantics) to objects (expansions or extensions) one assigns to theories in nonmonotonic reasoning. For an overview of nonmonotonic systems as well as notation the reader is referred to 19] .
Despite advances in our understanding of nonmonotonic logics, implementation e orts and experimentation with nonmonotonic reasoning systems have been lagging behind. There are only few reported examples of such work 29, 10, 7, 35, 2] . If the area of nonmonotonic reasoning is to grow, this state of a airs must change. It is especially true in view of several recent complexity results 12, 34, 27] . This work shows that, in contrast with early hopes 21], nonmonotonic reasoning is not simpler than classical logic reasoning. Basic decision problems underlying nonmonotonic reasoning are complete for classes at the second level of the polynomial hierarchy. Even signi cantly restricted versions of these problems remain NP-or coNP-complete 18, 14] . Is there, then, any hope that nonmonotonic reasoning will prove practical? Can it be made competitive with automated reasoning based on classical logic?
Complexity results tell only half of the story. Nonmonotonic theories encoding graph problems are often smaller in size than corresponding classical logic descriptions. Hence, loss in complexity may be o set by the drop in the size of input (see 5]). Systematic experimentation may be the most direct way and, perhaps, the only way to answer the above questions. In addition to complexity results mentioned earlier, several algorithms for reasoning from default theories and logic programs with negation were presented in 19, 13, 28, 26] . In view of the large body of these results, it seems that the main problem hindering the research on these algorithms and the e orts to develop reasoning systems based on nonmonotonic logics is the lack of adequate experimentation testbed. In this paper we address this issue.
To experiment with software systems we need easily generated, realistic and meaningful input instances. The input data should be easy to reproduce and disseminate so that other researchers can use it. The generation method should allow the users to control basic parameters of test cases to facilitate comprehensive testing of the software.
The problem of producing sets of benchmark data appears in all areas of experimental research. A possible approach is to produce and distribute a database of real-life examples. For example, databases of benchmarks were created for experimentation with linear programming algorithms, for investigation of methods to solve the travelling salesman problem, for a number of VLSI problems, and in numerous other areas of experimental research in computer science. The bene ts of this method are evident. The problems are realistic and meaningful, and they can easily be disseminated. But there are also drawbacks. The data can be used only in a speci c application domain and often does not provide enough exibility to allow fulledged testing. The other approach frequently used in experimental research is to generate data randomly. This approach o ers an unlimited number of test cases and the user has control over at least some important parameters of data generated. For example, when generating random graphs, one can request a speci c number of vertices and edges. However, the data generated randomly has often properties that rarely occur in real-life examples. It is well known that (under some technical assumptions) almost every connected random graph is hamiltonian 4]. Similarly, it is now believed that random 3-SAT problems do not provide an adequate model for problems likely to occur in real-life applications 11, 6] .
None of these approaches has been fully developed for experimenting with logic programming or nonmonotonic reasoning. In logic programming research, benchmark programs usually come from a small set of problems including the \naive reverse" program 33]. Moreover, no notion of a random logic program or default theory has been proposed yet.
The proposal we are describing in this paper is based on the work by Knuth 15 ] on methods to generate graphs, and on our results providing encodings of graph problems in terms of default theories and logic programs. Knuth in 15] argues that random graphs do not constitute an adequate tool for testing graph algorithms. Instead, Knuth develops a graph generation system, the Stanford GraphBase. This system is publicly available (see 15] for details) and, thus, can be used as a \common denominator" for work requiring experimenting with graphs. The core of the system is formed by several graph generating procedures. Some of the methods employed root the graphs they generate in real-life objects such as maps and dictionaries. At the same time, these methods are exible and can generate large families of graphs preserving some randomness appearance. An important feature of GraphBase is that every graph generated gets a unique label (or identi er). It is essential for storing and easy reproduction of test cases generated.
The main contribution of this paper is an extension of the Stanford GraphBase to a system that generates logic programs and default theories. Our idea is simple. Problems on graphs such as coloring, hamiltonicity, existence of kernels, have encodings as default theories and logic programs. This is, of course, implied by complexity considerations 18, 12, 16] . However, to build a system, we need explicit encodings. Several such encodings will be presented in Section 2 of this paper.
To generate test theories, we propose to rst generate graphs (using GraphBase) and then to encode problems (coloring, hamiltonicity, etc.) for these graphs as logic programs and default theories. By coupling Knuth's GraphBase and these translations we get a system for creating examples of meaningful, interesting, and yet su ciently randomized default theories and logic programs. This system will be referred to as TheoryBase.
The identi cation system for TheoryBase allows us to easily reproduce theories out of their identi ers. Thus, it facilitates an exchange of test default theories and logic programs. In this fashion, a useful and functional system of benchmarks for nonmonotonic reasoning can be created.
TheoryBase was motivated by Default Reasoning System project, DeReS, currently being carried out at the University of Kentucky. The need to build an experimentation testbed for DeReS prompted our TheoryBase project. Several elements of DeReS are now completed (propositional logic programming with stable semantics, default logic with Reiter's extensions) and we are now beginning a systematic experimentation e ort.
The paper consists of two main parts. The next section presents encodings of graph problems as logic programs and default theories. Section 3 describes how these encodings are used in the design of TheoryBase.
2 Default theories and logic programs for graph problems In 18] it was shown that the problem of existence of stable models of a logic program is NP-complete. This result implies that for every problem P in NP there is a polynomially constructible encoding of P as a logic program, say lp(P), such that P has a solution if and only if the program lp(P) has a stable model. Similarly, the P 2 -completeness of existence of extensions for a default theory 12] implies that there are e cient encodings of problems in the class P 2 as default theories. These encodings form the core of our testbed system | TheoryBase. The problems we focus on in this paper are: maximal independent sets and maximal matchings, colorings, existence of kernels and existence of hamiltonian cycles (see 8] for graph theory terminology). For each of these problems we will present one or more encodings in nonmonotonic formalisms together with theorems asserting the correspondence between the graph problem and the encoding. These problems appear in numerous applications. Hence, as long as underlying graphs are realistic, our logic programs and default theories have meaningful interpretations.
The complexity results show only existence of encodings. To build TheoryBase, we need their explicit description. This is the topic of this section.
In the paper we are using the following notation. By G = (V; E) we denote a graph with the vertex set V and the edge set E. The set E consists of two-element sets or ordered pairs of vertices, depending on whether the graph is undirected or directed. We also denote jV j by n and jEj by m. Under this encoding, maximal independent sets correspond to stable models of the resulting logic program. have di erent colors, we will use additional default rules. These rules will kill extensions which de ne \non-proper" colorings. They will be called killing defaults. To describe them we de ne several auxiliary formulas.
Colorings
Let E = fe 1 ; : : : ; e m g and let e l = fx l ; y l g, where x l ; y l 2 V are the endpoints of e l . By '(l; j) we denote the following formula:
'(l; j) = clr(x l ; c j )^clr(y l ; c j ):
The formula (l) = 
The default theory (D 0 ; ;) has 2 n extensions corresponding to all subsets of V . To leave only those subsets of V whose complements correspond to kernels of G, we need to use either additional propositional formulas or additional defaults. We will explore both possibilities.
To ensure that vertices of the kernel form an independent set we will use propositional formulas '(v; w) = out(v) _ out(w); where (v; w) 2 E. To ensure that for a vertex v which does not belong to the kernel there is an edge (v; w) 2 E such that w is in the kernel we will use the formula 
Directed hamiltonian cycles
Let G = (V; E) be a directed graph with the set of vertices fv 1 ; : : : ; v n g.
We assume that n 3. We will construct a default theory (D; W) whose extensions correspond to hamiltonian cycles in G. We will use atoms vstd(v) (intuitively, v has been visited) and e(v; w) (intuitively, (v; 
The role of the defaults in D 0 is to select one outcoming edge for every The semantics of a TheoryBase identi er ( ; ) is given by a logic program or a default theory obtained by the following process:
1. generate a graph G from the GraphBase identi er ( encodes the generation method to be used), 2. produce a logic program or a default theory by applying the translation to G.
It should be clear that an identi er uniquely determines a logic program or a default theory. Hence, to exchange test cases, it is su cient to exchange their TheoryBase identi ers only.
We will present now two graphs from GraphBase and two corresponding theories from TheoryBase. Its rst component is a GraphBase identi er of the graph G 1 shown in Figure   1 . The second part, ind , indicates the encoding used to produce a theory (in this case, the encoding describing maximal independent sets). The resulting set of defaults is given below:
::in(2);:in(4);:in(5);:in (6) in (0) ::in(5);:in (6) in (1) ::in(0);:in(3);:in(5);:in (6) in (2) ::in(2);:in (6) in (3) ::in(0);:in (6) in (4) ::in(0);:in(1);:in(2);:in (6) in (5) ::in(0);:in(1);:in(2);:in(3);:in(4);:in (5) in (6) :
It is easy to see that Cn(fin(0); in(1); in(3)g) is an extension of this default theory. It corresponds to the maximal independent set f0; 1; 3g in The second component of the identi er id is ham . Hence, the theory described by id encodes the problem of existence of hamiltonian cycles for G 2 . Its defaults are listed below. (2) vstd (1): e(1;7)^vstd (7) vstd(4): e(4;7)^vstd (7) vstd (5): e(5;7)^vstd (7) vstd (7)::e(7;1);:e(7;2);:e(7;3);:e(7;4);:e(7;5);:e(7;6) e(7;0)^vstd(0) vstd (7)::e(7;0);:e(7;2);:e(7;3);:e(7;4);:e(7;5);:e(7;6) e(7;1)^vstd(1) vstd (7)::e(7;0);:e(7;1);:e(7;3);:e(7;4);:e(7;5);:e(7;6) e(7;2)^vstd(2) vstd (7)::e(7;0);:e(7;1);:e(7;2);:e(7;4);:e(7;5);:e(7;6) e(7;3)^vstd(3) vstd (7)::e(7;0);:e(7;1);:e(7;2);:e(7;3);:e(7;5);:e(7;6) e(7;4)^vstd(4) vstd (7)::e(7;0);:e(7;1);:e(7;2);:e(7;3);:e(7;4);:e(7;6) e(7;5)^vstd(5) vstd (7)::e(7;0);:e(7;1);:e(7;2);:e(7;3);:e(7;4);:e(7;5) e(7;6)^vstd (6) : F (5) ::vstd(6);:F (6) F (6) ::vstd(7);:F (7) F (7) ::e(7;0);:F F :
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a system, called TheoryBase, to generate test default theories and logic programs. This proposal was motivated by our work on the implementation of Default Reasoning System, which requires extensive experimentation. TheoryBase is based on a graph generating system, the Stanford GraphBase. A wealth of graph examples created in GraphBase induces a large number of examples that can be generated from TheoryBase. Consequently, TheoryBase will greatly facilitate experimental studies of nonmonotonic systems. However, the number of procedures in TheoryBase is, so far, restricted. In the future, encodings of additional graph problems need to be added to TheoryBase. Moreover, systems for nonmonotonic reasoning are suitable for solving not only problems on graphs and we hope to add to TheoryBase methods to generate theories based on problems in other application domains.
Finally, let us observe that the methodology presented in our paper can be used to produce test cases for other domains. For example, by encoding graph problems as propositional theories, one can obtain a test generating tool to facilitate experimental work on algorithms for satis ability testing.
